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Abstract: This paper is about form of electrodes. There are
the discoid electrodes generally used, however, the other form
should not be problem. It remains a question of whether the
square electrodes are as convenient as the disc ones are.
Application of the square electrodes is unusual; however,
studying various shapes than disc we can enlarge knowledge
about Microlog. The square electrodes exist in two possible
positions - to be situated on one of sides and on one of
vertexes. The last named position remembers the card symbol
remarked as diamond. Therefore you can remark such
electrodes like the diamond electrodes.
The only angular rotation from side to vertex means
fundamental change of the electric field around electrodes.
Consequence of that are various courses of relations
presented by two significant factors. There in near distances
between electrodes acts strong influence of the magnification
factor remarked as A/a. It is evident mainly for the square
electrodes. 
The diamond electrodes have this influence strong as well;
exception is the case when A/a = 1. For both systems it holds
that for long distances between electrodes the influence of
the magnification factor decreases and you can observe only
the influence of the translation factor remarked as 2m/a. 

For enough long distances there are linearized curvilinear
relationships and that is why you are allowed to use for
enumeration of constant that equation presenting the point
electrodes. The error in such case will be negligible.

Introduction
In the before paper there were derived formulas determined for
counting of the micro-normal constant if the electrodes of
Microlog are discs. I am sure here is offered the question of
what shape of electric field is around the electrodes being of
other shape geometry than disc. The easiest of all are the
square electrodes. However, they have two different positions.
They can be situated on one of four sides of square or on one
of four vertexes. Such square looks like diamond; it is really a
special diamond.
This paper investigates relation (k/a) = f (2m/a, A/a), when
the first variable presents factor of translation and the second
one factor of magnification. The electric fields of both positions
of the square electrodes are various; different there is also the
electric field of discoid electrodes. It holds, however, for short
distances between electrodes only; for long distances all
electric field incline to the field of the point electrodes.

Simulation of physical problem for the square electrodes
The current electrode has its side remarked as A; the potential
electrode as a. It is Cartesian systems of coordinates: for
variables (x, y) and for (k, h). It is depicted on fig.1.
The origin point of system remarked as (x, y) is located in an
arbitrary point being on the surface of current electrode. The
boundaries of integration for variable x are following:
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Fig.1: Basic schema of two Cartesian systems 
of coordinates for squared electrodes
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Fig.3: Basic schema of two Cartesian systems 
of coordinates for diamond electrodes
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Poznámka redakce: 
Z dÛvodu mnoÏství vzorcÛ byl ãlánek na stránce uspofiádán do jednoho textového sloupce. 
Editorial Board remark: 
The lot of long arithmetical formulas in the text has been the reason for different arrangement of this paper.


